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What is Coin Clash? 

 
Coin Clash is a social forum where users are rewarded for knowledgeable cryptocurrency 

discussion. It also has a competition system to increase the amount of overall knowledgeable 

discussion by adding a fun and unique factor to the forum. We respect what Bitcointalk has done 

for the Cryptocurrency community over the years, especially being created by Mr. Satoshi 

Nakamoto himself. However, we feel Bitcointalk has primarily become a place for bounties, 

shills, and scams. Not only will Coin Clash attempt to extinguish those types of discussion, but it 

will also reward users with its own token called CLASH Token for their overall quality and 

informative posts. CLASH Token is not a Cryptocurrency Token. It is just a Forum Token 

that is completely valueless and cannot be sold or traded. It can be used on the Forum Store 

and to compete in our competition system. The competition system between both projects and 

individuals which will be explained further down below. Coin Clash will use Invision Forum 

Software. 

 

Mining 

 
What we know today is coins and tokens mineable by solving a mathematical equation using top 

computer hardware as difficulty increases. However, a token can be mined in a variety of ways. 

The way CLASH Token will be mined will be by knowledgeable forum posts and overall 

contribution. We want to spread awareness of cryptocurrency and get more users involved in 

intelligent discussion regarding the subject.  

 

CLASH Token 

 
Coin Clash will have a token system for which users can level up and have a greater influence on 

which projects will appear on the website. Your points can buy a range of things from the 

CLASH Store but you can also keep the points and use them to level up. The benefits of leveling 

up will be explained in the Level Section. Points will be accrued in the following way but are 

subject to change to improved methods in the future:  

 

Reply: 1 Token 

Topic Started: 4 Tokens 

Daily Login: 1 Token 

Reputation Factor: See Reputation Section 

Badge Earned: 200 Tokens 

Competition Winner: Varies by Contest 

 

All posts are subject to quality review. While it may be impossible to review every single post on 

the forum, posts that do not provide any real content, such as a two or three word post, or a post 

that is not contributing to cryptocurrency discussion will not be counted as tokens. 

 

 



 

 

Reputation 

 
Reputation will play a factor in your overall points. This will only happen quarterly. How 

reputation will effect overall points is still in the works and specifics will be hammered out 

before the launch of the token. The Reputation Model is absolutely open to suggestions and can 

be posted in the suggestion section of the Coin Clash Forum.  

 
 

 

Levels 
 

You increase your level with your points and each level requires a different amount of points. 

With each level you increase, the more amount of CLASH Tokens you accumulate. The more 

you contribute to the forum, the more points you accrue, and the higher your levels rise. The goal 

is to have users who contribute the most be able to earn more for their work and effort building 

the Coin Clash Community. Levels will consist as a small multiplier when the quarterly CLASH 

Token Payout happens. Here will be the structure: 

 

Level 2: 0.1x 

Level 3: 0.15x 

Level 4: 0.2x 

Level 5: 0.25x 

Level 6: 0.30x 

 

This continues in these increments until Level 100 which is 5x your normal amount of rewards.  

 

Think of these levels as better computer hardware when mining Bitcoin and Litecoin. The better 

the hardware, the more you can earn. However, with CLASH, you do not need to pay anything 

and simply mine more tokens by contributing knowledgeable content. However, you do have the 

ability to buy a certain amount of levels. Just like you can buy equipment to improve your 

mining hardware.  

 

Mining Difficulty 

 
Like every mineable token, there will be a difficulty. This will be determined by daily online 

users. 

 

Difficulty Ranges:  

 

0-50 daily users 

51-100 

101-200 

201-300 



 

 

301-400 

401-500 

501-600 

601-700 

701-800 

801-900 

901-1000 

 

1000 daily users will be the maximum difficulty. Difficulty specifics will be explained in greater 

detail before launch. The premise is users will gain less tokens as the difficulty in mining 

increases.  

 

 

Competition 

 
The Coin Clash name stems from the competition system that will come of it. There will be four 

types of Coin Clash competitions, one between projects and one between users.  

 

Project Competition: 

 

Every quarter there will be a competition between selected cryptocurrency projects. How this 

competition will commence will be a series of topics where coins will be matched up Head to 

Head. A user will vote with one CLASH Token along with a explanatory post on why which 

project has more potential. After one week (this duration may change) the project/currency with 

the most votes will win and that win will get added to their record. Every project will have a 

win/loss record and the top 16 records will face off in a Tournament at the end of every quarter 

just like a sports league. The winner of the project will be named our Crypto project of the 

Quarter and be awarded its very own Forum Section, Youtube video, be highlighted on 

http://coinclash.pro (more coming soon in the future on this), and be crowned Quarter Champion.  

 

User Content Competition: 

 

Members of the Forum will also have a competition. It will work quite similar to the Project 

Competition. However, instead of having head to head topics between users, which doesn’t make 

much sense, we will take the Top 16 Token Accrues for the Quarter and they will have a 

Tournament as well. The winner will be crowned CLASH Content Champion of the Quarter, a 

Youtube Request, A Pinned Topic Request, and will be given a signature of a championship belt 

signaling they are the current and reigning champion of the forum. They will also receive a large 

sum of points still to be determined.  

 

Prediction Competition: 

 

Every Month there will be a Prediction Contest and users will post answers to prediction 

questions.  

 

http://coinclash.pro/


 

 

Fantasy Cryptocurrency: 

 

Just like Fantasy Sports, you will draft a team of 15 Cryptocurrency Projects within a League. 

Leagues will consist of 20 users but this may change in the future. You will have a schedule and 

compete with the other users on a weekly basis. The Top 8 Records will compete in a 

Tournament to decide the Cryptocurrency Fantasy League Champion. Results are decided by the 

Biggest Overall Price Increases between your 15 overall projects.  

 

Utility 
 

The token will have three uses: 

 

- Participate in Competitions such as Leagues, Tournaments, and so on. More details will come 

of this on the forum and in newer versions of the whitepaper.  

 

- The Token will be required to cast a vote during the competition tournament. This will make 

sure all votes are of quality and upholds the integrity of the competition. You will also need a 

certain amount of reputation combined with the token. Amount of Tokens to vote is still a 

determination in progress but it will be a minimal amount.  

 

- The Token will be required to buy things from the Forum Store such as Forum Sections and 

Pinned Topics (if you choose to do and after a review of the content). You can also buy other 

minimal things that will be located in the store.  

 

Badges 

 
There will be badges for cryptocurrency projects that you can earn such as the Bitcoin Badge, 

Ethereum Badge, and so on. For every Badge you earn, you will a certain amount of CLASH 

Tokens. The Forum will only start out with only a certain amount of badges for all the Top 

cryptocurrency projects to start, but we will add hundreds of badges over time for 

cryptocurrencies across the board. You earn these badges by talking about these cryptocurrencies 

in their section. Each time you earn a badge, you will earn a substantial amount of points.  

 

Awards 

 
At the end of every year we will have Cryptocurrency Awards for things such as Project of the 

Year, Developer of the Year, CEO of the Year, Community Manager of the Year, CLASH 

Forum User of the Year, along with several other awards. This will be a digital award offering 

but if the forum grows exponentially, we could do a physical location, invite guests, etc! 

 

 

 

Advertising/Sections 



 

 

 
Cryptocurrencuy projects can pay for space on the Forum such as a Forum Section or a Banner 

Ad. For pricing information please e-mail alex@coinclash.io. Prices are subject to change as the 

forum grows its userbase. Forum Sections are also limited. We will only rent out a max of five to 

start out and will never rent out more than 25. There will also be a maximum of one Forum 

Banner Ad and this will be a monthly contract.  

 

 

Disclaimer: This is not a legal document and Coin Clash is not bound by any information in this 

document. All numbers of points, tokens, multipliers, and everything in this document are not 

final and subject to change. This document is only for information purposes and does not 

constitute financial and/or cryptocurrency advice in any way. CLASH Token is not a 

Cryptocurrency Token or Security. It is a digital play token within the forum that will never hold 

value and can never leave the forum. It can never be sold or traded.  
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